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Colour and Frame
Nature
Felicity French (Illustrated By Felicity French)

Keynote
Colour and Frame: Nature is the perfect gift for those who love colouring,
especially those who love to display their hard work as each page can be
easily removed from the book

Description
Colour and Frame: Nature is the perfect gift for those who love colouring,
especially those who love to display their hard work as each page can be
easily removed from the book

The book comes with a free high-quality, reusable black frame, so it couldn't be easier to
show off creative colouring

Featuring over 30 intricate black and white artworks to be coloured in, the frame slides
open so artwork can be continually updated to show off the most up-to-date masterpieces

Features beautiful illustrations of fish, birds, mammals, trees, plants and flowers

Frame dimensions are 296x239mm, while the book itself is 246x189mm

Price includes VAT

Sales Points
Colour and Frame: Nature is the perfect gift for those who love colouring, especially
those who love to display their hard work as each page can be easily removed from
the book
The book comes with a free high-quality reusable black frame, so it couldn't be easier
to show off creative colouring
Featuring over 30 intricate black and white artworks to be coloured in, the frame slides
open so artwork can be continually updated to show off the most up-to-date
masterpieces
Features beautiful illustrations of fish, birds, mammals, trees, plants and flowers
Frame dimensions are 296x239mm, while the book itself is 246x189mm

Author Biography
Felicity lives in Surrey and works from home in her cosy studio. She studied illustration at
the Arts University College Bournemouth and graduated in 2011. She has since pursued a
freelance career illustrating children's books and creating greeting card designs.

Felicity's illustrations are typically bright and colourful, often incorporating decorative
patterned elements. Her unique style is a fusion of watercolour and black fine-line pen
detail.

Felicity has worked on books, greeting cards and a number of acrylic paintings based on
well-known film characters.

In her spare time she enjoys distance running, making homemade products for her Etsy
shop, listening to music and drinking tea!
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